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Introduction

Stavanger, Sandes, Sola and Randaberg. The
region has exceedances of the yearly NO2
limit value and, for some years, the PM10
daily limit value. The mapping of air quality
was performed to evaluate the extension of
the problem of non-compliance. The maps
will also be used to help find possible locations for new measurement stations. The
maps were made by a receptor point set of
33000 points distributed with higher resolution near roads. These receptor point results
were linearly interpolated to a 20 m sub grid
which was further aggregated to 100x100
grid taking the mean of the subgrids. Only
the NO2 yearly average map is presented here
(Figure 1). The mapping showed that larger
areas along the main road net are likely over
the limit value.

Mapping air quality using dispersion models
is very useful as it can visually transmit a lot
of information to the user at “a glance”. This
is especially important in the work towards
policy makers. We will in this poster present
three studies, recently performed, where air
quality has been mapped according to different criteria. One study where mapping
was carried out according to the limit values
in the AQ directive, one study where maps
were developed for use in city planning,
and finally one study looking at the effect
of speed reduction as a measure. For references and reports of the results, please contact the authors. How the maps are made
are dependent on the goal of the mapping
and what message or results are to be transmitted. Independent of the assessment cri- Air quality zone maps.
teria the ultimate goal is emission reduction In 2012 the Norwegian guideline T-1520 was
and improvement of the health of the urban introduced stating that air quality mapping
population.
should be a tool in urban planning to help
with emission reductions. All urban areas
Modelling
are to be classified according to certain criAll maps shown are based on results from
teria into green, yellow and red zones where
the NILU developed dispersion model EPIred and yellow means that emission reducSODE that has been used for many applition measures or compensating measures
cations including the Norwegian air quality
in the building and planning processes need
forecasting system for urban areas (www.
to be included. For red zones, construction
luftkvalitet.info). The model calculates the
of sensitive activity buildings like kindergardispersion and transport of pollutants as well
tens or schools is not allowed except in some
as the chemical reaction of NO with ozone
very few selected areas where concepts of a
to produce NO2. The EPISODE model condenser city to reduce transport needs have
tains two models, one ‘gridded model’ giving
been decided. The zone mapping criteria for
the urban background concentrations and
red zones are the same or stricter than the
one ‘line source’ model to capture the high
EU air quality directive for the components
concentrations along roads. The line source
NO2 and PM10. Especially for PM are these
model calculates concentrations in receptor
limitations stricter. This means that for sevpoints, which can be used for plotting pureral Norwegian cities, which mainly have
poses to get a detailed map. The meteoroproblems of too high concentrations levels
logical fields are determined using observed
for NO2, according to the EU AQ directive,
meteorology combined with the mass constill need to address PM. A combined map of
serving wind field model MCWIND.
the two components defines the final zones.
The map shown (Figure 2) is made by using
Mapping according
registered dwellings as well as points in areas
to EU limit values
where possible new constructions are likely.
Nordre Jæren region is on the western coast The red zone is large for Oslo and covers all
of Norway, consisting of four municipalities: central areas as well as along the main road
network.
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Yellow zone
7 days pr. year
with daily mean
of 35 µg/m 3
40 µg/m3 as
winter mean

Red zone
7 days pr. year
with daily mean
of 50 µg/m 3
40 µg/m3 as
yearly mean

Figure 2: A combined zone map for Oslo
using a selection of registered dwellings
as receptor points.

Figure 3: Concentration maps of PM10 in Oslo as total concentration with the speed reduction and two maps of the difference as if without the speed limit change (ESL) given as relative difference( %)(top figure) and absolute difference (middle) compared to the situation
with the ESL (lower).

Mapping effects of a measure.
effect has been plotted both as an absolute
change and as a relative change given in percent. This gives visually the extension and
size of the effect. The study showed that the
ESL could make a difference for the city to
reach its goals for PM and that if one wants
a larger effect of the measure one needs to
extend the number of road with reduced
speed so that also the main access roads
from the east and west are included.
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Figure 1: Yearly average of NO2 for the Nordre Jæren Region

A study in Oslo for the road authorities
(NPRA) looked into the effect of an environmental speed limit (ESL) at a selection of
roads changing from 70 to 60 km/h.
The maps are showing concentrations
in receptor points located based on population weighting building points at a 100 x 100
m resolution, in this way the mapping combines concentration mapping at the same
time as it reflects areas of the population exposure at home addresses. As the maps are
to be used for evaluation of a measure, the

